April 14, 2022

Mr. Blake Hall  
Chief Executive Officer  
ID.me  
8261 Greensboro Drive, Suite 600  
McLean, VA 22102

Dear Mr. Hall:

The Oversight Committee has long expressed concerns over facial recognition technology, including the potential that it could be used to discriminate against certain groups, such as people of color and women.\(^1\) The Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Crisis is focused on the effectiveness, efficiency, and equity of our nation’s response to the pandemic. Both Committees have serious concerns about the efficacy, privacy, and security of ID.me’s technology—which you described as “complex and problematic”—being used to verify the identities of millions of Americans seeking to access essential government services. We are therefore writing to request documents and information on ID.me’s contracts with public sector entities—which have rapidly expanded to include 10 federal agencies and 30 state governments—for use of facial recognition technology.

**Concerns Over ID.me’s Government Contracts and Technology**

Numerous reports have raised concerns about ID.me’s performance on government contracts and the effectiveness of its products and services. ID.me’s users have reported long wait times to verify identities, ranging from hours to weeks, as well as other roadblocks that have led to denied benefits.\(^2\) As discussed below, users have also reported significant delays in reaching the company’s “trusted referees,” who facilitate identification when the automated

---


technology cannot verify an identity. These delays have blocked access to essential government services and benefits, such as state unemployment benefits and federal taxpayer services.\(^3\)

ID.me has also reportedly misrepresented how its facial recognition technology works. ID.me initially claimed that it does not rely on a controversial, unreliable method of identity verification called “one-to-many” verification. One-to-many verification uses an algorithm to match faces to a large database, and is widely considered to be unreliable because it relies on comparison to biometric data captured and retained from external databases.\(^4\) In contrast, a “one-to-one” facial recognition verifies that a person matches their own photo and is considered to be more reliable than one-to-many matches.\(^5\) In a January 24, 2022, ID.me press release, you stated, “ID.me does not use 1:many facial recognition, which is more complex and problematic.”\(^6\)

However, two days later, a report emerged describing leaked company messages that appeared to show an ID.me engineer raising concerns within the company about ID.me’s “one-to-many” methodology. The engineer reportedly “explicitly discussed” using a one-to-many matching with Internal Revenue Service (IRS) officials discussing the agency’s contract for facial recognition technology. The engineer reportedly told colleagues, “This seems like it could be troublesome.”\(^7\)

In response to these revelations, you retracted your earlier claim, stating: “ID.me uses a specific ‘1 to Many’ check on selfies tied to government programs targeted by organized crime to prevent prolific identity thieves and members of organized crime from stealing the identities of innocent victims en masse.”\(^8\) However, it is unclear what databases ID.me uses for its “one-to-many” fraud verification and how effective this system is. ID.me also appears to be seeking to downplay the connection between its facial recognition technology and one-to-many verification by rebranding its technology as “Duplicate Face Detection System.” However,


\(^7\) ID.me CEO Backtracks on Claims Company Doesn’t Use Powerful Facial Recognition Tech, CyberScoop (Jan. 26, 2022) (online at www.cyberscoop.com/id-me-ceo-backtracks-on-claims-company-doesnt-use-powerful-facial-recognition-tech/).

\(^8\) Id.; Blake Hall, LinkedIn Profile (Jan. 24, 2022) (online at www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6892131524746326016/).
experts have observed that one-to-many technology and “Duplicate Face Detection System” share the same technical definitions.9

The Committees agree with your company’s assessment that one-to-many facial recognition technology is “complex and problematic.”10 Studies have shown that African American or Asian women were up to 100 times more likely than white men to be misidentified by a one-to-many facial recognition system.11 Although ID.me has claimed its internal testing revealed no statistical difference in matching accuracy amongst demographics, ID.me has not made its evidence available for public review.12

The Oversight Committee’s Oversight of ID.me’s IRS Contracts

Earlier this year, following reports that the IRS would soon require users accessing certain services to enroll in ID.me for identity verification, the Oversight Committee launched an inquiry into IRS’s use of ID.me technology. As part of its inquiry, the Oversight Committee learned that nearly seven million Americans had already turned over their biometric data to ID.me and IRS.13

Days after briefing Oversight Committee staff on the ID.me contract, IRS announced it would transition away from the use of third-party facial recognition tools to verify users.14 On February 11, 2022, the Committee wrote to IRS requesting documents and information and raising concerns over the status of IRS’s $86 million contract and the security and privacy of reams of biometric information that ID.me already collected from millions of users.
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In response to the Oversight Committee’s request, IRS announced that it had modified the contract so that as of February 17, 2022—six days after the Committee sent its request letter—ID.me would be required to “destroy all biometric selfies, selfie videos, and video recordings of users it had already received by March 11, 2022,” and that ID.me would delete “video selfie and live video chat recordings” going forward. In addition, IRS stated that “ID.me must provide a quarterly self-declaration confirming all biometric data (including selfies, liveness detection recordings, and associated data) and recorded remote live chat sessions have been deleted.”

However, IRS did not indicate any current plans to cancel the ID.me contract or recoup any of the $86 million already spent for ID.me’s licenses. Instead, it appears that IRS will continue to rely on ID.me for identity verification technology while “IRS is urgently working with GSA to resolve problems that prevent Login.gov from meeting the IRS’s needs.” IRS has indicated it will provide users with an “opt-out” for the video selfie and facial recognition technology. It also appears that ID.me will continue to collect and retain biometric information that is not subject to the new retention requirements, including the biometric selfies. IRS further disclosed that ID.me will be permitted to continue to retain all biometric data that has been identified as being suspicious or potentially fraudulent. This is concerning, given the large volume of data that ID.me regularly misidentifies as fraudulent.

IRS’s modified contract with ID.me also states that “ID.me will stop the ‘One to Many’ fraud check in all authentication processes.” However, it is not clear whether this applies to the fraud detection system that utilizes government databases, raising continued concerns about denial of access to essential services.

**ID.me’s Role in Verifying Identities for Pandemic Unemployment Assistance**

The Committees are also concerned that ID.me’s performance failures and technological requirements may have undermined the effectiveness, efficiency, and equity of pandemic-related unemployment assistance programs, which Congress established in 2020 to help millions of jobless Americans afford food, medicine, and housing during the sharp economic downturn
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caused by the public health crisis. Charged with implementing new programs to meet unprecedented need, more than half of U.S. states contracted with ID.me to streamline application processing and prevent potential fraud. Unfortunately, it does not appear that these states and their unemployed residents were well served by ID.me’s products.

Under difficult circumstances where assistance was needed expeditiously, disbursement delays caused by ID.me’s products were common. Applicants in Colorado, for example, reportedly faced up to ten hour waits for help with the company’s verification process. Applicants in Nevada reported spending seven to eight hours per day waiting for ID.me support, only to be disconnected when they reached the end of the line. Applicants in Florida reported being locked out of their unemployment accounts for up to six weeks, with bills piling up in the interim. In some cases, people who were already collecting unemployment insurance saw their payments suddenly frozen after ID.me’s rollout in their states, including 1.4 million accounts in California in January of 2021.

The ID.me process creates disproportionate obstacles for older individuals who may face challenges using new technology, residents of rural and low-income areas without high-speed internet access, and households that share technological devices for school, remote work, or job hunting. Even without factoring in burdensome wait times, ID.me’s requirements that applicants use email addresses and smartphone cameras may have barred Americans who lacked those resources from assistance. Many individuals with low incomes, who need support urgently when they lose employment, cannot afford the necessary devices in the first place. As of 2021, approximately 15% of American adults did not own a smart phone, and 23% did not own a desktop or laptop computer.

---


24 No Internet, No Unemployment: Solving This ID.me Glitch Took Two Months and A Journey Across the Rural Front Range, CPR News (July 7, 2021) (online at www.cpr.org/2021/07/07/colorado-unemployment-idme-glitch-internet-access/); EDD Verification Delayed by Long Waits for ID.me, ABC10 (Jan. 15, 2021) (online at www.abc10.com/article/money/edd-verification-id-me-delay/103-b3a5de8e-9150-464f-9020-7ff939b9b17).


The Committees are also concerned that you have made extraordinary claims about unemployment fraud that appear to directly benefit your company. In June 2021, Axios reported: “Blake Hall, CEO of ID.me, a service that tries to prevent this kind of fraud, tells Axios that America has lost more than $400 billion to fraudulent claims. As much as 50% of all unemployment monies might have been stolen, he says.”27 Our Committees take the need to prevent fraud in government programs, including unemployment assistance, extremely seriously. However, your estimate far exceeds fraud figures from state governments and federal agencies. According to a recent analysis by Bloomberg Businessweek, “with the benefit of time, data, and a little interrogation,” your claim “looks increasingly hyperbolic.”28 You have not provided a clear description of how ID.me reached its estimate.29

ID.me has benefited substantially from government efforts to prevent unemployment fraud, even as your services appear to have prevented many Americans from accessing unemployment assistance for which they are eligible. Less than two months after you made an initial public estimate of $100 billion in unemployment fraud in February 2021, ID.me announced that it had raised $100 million in funding from investors, and had increased the number of states it was partnering with from 15 to 22.30 A few months after you provided your $400 billion estimate to Axios, ID.me announced its receipt of yet another nine-figure round of financing and a $1.5 billion valuation due to the company’s “rapid growth,” in which it had “expanded or entered into new partnerships with 6 federal agencies and 27 states.”31 Just as taxpayer dollars must be shielded from fraudulent actors, they must be protected from private companies that may seek to pad their profits while providing inadequate services.

---


29 ID.me’s most detailed statement on this subject, titled Calculating the Road to Losing $400 Billion Dollars, does not in fact describe ID.me’s inputs and calculations. ID.me, Calculating the Road to Losing $400 Billion Dollars (Jan. 20, 2022) (online at https://insights.id.me/viewpoint/calculating-the-road-to-losing-400-billion-dollars).


Document and Information Requests

If ID.me is to continue working with federal agencies and state governments, it is vital to ensure the proper safeguards are in place to protect Americans’ personal information and ensure their access to benefits for which they are eligible. The Committees therefore request that you provide the following documents and information by April 28, 2022:

1. A detailed list of all federal, state, and local government contracts under which ID.me has provided biometric authentication from 2014 to present, including the following information:
   a. the date of the contract;
   b. the amount of the contract;
   c. a detailed description of the products and services provided under the contract;
   d. the number and percentage of false positive identifications by quarter or other reporting period;
   e. the number and percentage of false negative identifications by quarter or other reporting period;
   f. the number of users whose biometric data ID.me has obtained under this contract;
   g. the number of users that were flagged as fraudulent or suspicious in the process of providing authentication for government services by quarter or other reporting period;
   h. the average wait time for ID.me’s “Trusted Referee” program or other help call by quarter or other reporting period;
   i. whether ID.me performs one-to-many methodology in any way under the contract, and if so, a detailed description of its use;
   j. a description of the government’s rights to access or audit contract compliance, including whether site visits are authorized and the date of the last site visit; and
   k. the number of complaints ID.me has received from users, government agencies, and copies of those complaints;

2. Detailed information on each federal, state, and local government contract under which ID.me has provided biometric authentication of applicants for
unemployment insurance, including the following data by month for the period March 2020 through March 2022:

a. the number of users that, after requesting a “Trusted Referee” or other video help call, ultimately completed the process of providing authentication for government services;

b. the number of users that, after requesting a “Trusted Referee” or other video help call, ultimately were rejected;

c. the number of users that, after requesting a “Trusted Referee” or other video help call, abandoned the process prior to connecting with an ID.me agent; and

d. the average wait time for “Trusted Referee” program or other help call;

3. ID.me’s policies and procedures on biometric data retention for all federal, state and local government contracts;

4. ID.me’s policies and procedures on the use of Duplicate Face Detection systems for federal, state and local government contracts, including but not limited to a technical description of Duplicate Face Detection systems;

5. All communications with IRS personnel concerning one-to-many facial recognition technology or Duplicate Face Detection systems;

6. All internal documents describing trends in error rates and assessments of database(s) used to train algorithms;

7. Documents sufficient to show ID.me’s profits and revenues broken down by month, between January 2020 and February 2022; and

8. All pitch decks, executive summaries, and other investor-facing materials concerning ID.me’s ability to detect and prevent fraud that ID.me provided or presented to prospective investors between January 2020 and February 2022.

In addition, please answer the following questions by April 28, 2022:

1. How does ID.me determine biometric data to be suspicious or fraudulent?
   a. Are these determinations made through a human review process, by artificial intelligence, or a combination of both?

2. How does ID.me investigate inaccuracies in their systems and how does ID.me respond to inaccuracies that are found?
3. Between March 2020 and February 2022, how many people used ID.me to verify their identity for purposes of accessing unemployment insurance?

4. Between March 2020 and February 2022, how many ID.me employees or contractors did ID.me assign to provide direct support to users seeking unemployment insurance, broken down by month?
   a. Of those employees and contractors, how many were dedicated exclusively to providing direct support to users seeking unemployment insurance, broken down by month?
   b. How many multi-lingual employees and contractors provided direct support to users seeking unemployment insurance, broken down by language and by month?

5. Between March 2020 and February 2022, in what counties did ID.me offer in-person identity verification for applicants to unemployment assistance programs?
   a. Please indicate the time periods during which each of these in-person verification locations have operated.

6. Please provide a detailed explanation of all inputs into ID.me’s public estimate of unemployment fraud that was provided to Axios in June 2021, including all evidence, sources, and calculation methods that ID.me relied on to arrive at the estimate.

The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. The Select Subcommittee is authorized by the House of Representatives to “conduct a full and complete investigation” of “issues related to the coronavirus crisis,” including “reports of waste, fraud, abuse, price gouging, profiteering, or other abusive practices related to the coronavirus crisis.”\(^{32}\) An attachment to this letter provides additional instructions for responding to this request. If you have any questions, please contact Committee staff at (202) 225-5051.

Sincerely,

Carolyn B. Maloney
Chairwoman
Committee on Oversight and Reform

James E. Clyburn
Chairman
Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Crisis
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\(^{32}\) H.Res. 8, sec. 4(f), 117th Cong. (2021); H.Res. 935, 116th Cong. (2020).
Enclosure

cc: The Honorable James Comer, Ranking Member
    Committee on Oversight and Reform

    The Honorable Steve Scalise, Ranking Member
    Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Crisis